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Mean error vs. Nb merges graph:

- Mean error decreases as Nb merges increase.
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Accepted in ACCV16: 3D watertight mesh generation with uncertainties from ubiquitous data.
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Accepted in ACCV16: 3D watertight mesh generation with uncertainties from ubiquitous data.
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Mean error vs. Nb merges

Acceptance in ACCV16: 3D watertight mesh generation with uncertainties from ubiquitous data.
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⇒ Accepted in ACCV16: 3D watertight mesh generation with uncertainties from ubiquitous data.
### Out-of-core approach

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Tiling</th>
<th>Simplification</th>
<th>Triangulation</th>
<th>Score Computation</th>
<th>Segmentation</th>
<th>Surface Extraction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
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